The role of 1D model-generated inter-subject variations in systemic properties on wall shear stress indices of intracranial aneurysms.
Variations in systemic properties of the arterial tree, such as ageing-induced vessel stiffness, can alter the shape of pressure and flow waveforms. As a consequence, the haemodynamics around a cerebral aneurysm change, and therefore also the corresponding in- and outlet boundary conditions (BCs) used for 3D calculations of haemodynamic indices. In this study, we investigate the effects of variations in systemic properties on wall shear stress (WSS) indices of a cerebral aneurysm. We created a virtual patient database by varying systemic properties within physiological ranges. BCs for 3D CFD simulations were derived using a pulse wave propagation model for each realisation of the virtual database. WSS indices were derived from the 3D simulations and their variabilities quantified. Variations in boundary conditions, caused by changes in systemic properties, yielded variabilities in the WSS indices that were of the same order of magnitude as differences in these WSS indices between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms. Sensitivity analysis showed that the systemic properties impacted both in- and outlet BCs simultaneously and altered the WSS indices. We conclude that the influence of variations in patient-specific systemic properties on WSS indices should be evaluated when using WSS indices in multidisciplinary rupture prediction models.